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In-Class Assignment 1 

 People have been finding ways to commit crimes since the dawn of man. The justice 

system has aptly dealt with them. There has always been an issue with certain crimes though: 

with fairly recent technology such as the internet, it is much easier for criminals to get away with 

it. There are now internet scams, phishing, identity theft and various other computer frauds done 

solely, digitally. Computer forensics has changed the way many criminals are being tried in 

courts today. 

 Before the digital age, if a person committed a crime, it was a physical crime that could 

be seen such as stealing or murdering. Now, with the advent of the digital age—a person can 

commit a crime through the virtual world, without ever having to leave his house. This is exactly 

how computer forensics has changed the way criminals are being tried. Now, you can be tried for 

a crime committed digitally. 

 What computer forensics involves is legally obtaining and preserving computer data that 

is analyzed and eventually used as evidence in court cases. The law enforcement obtain this data 

through 3 different ways: cross-drive analysis, live analysis, and recovery of deleted files. Since 

internet crimes were put in force, the law can obtain your computer if they have reason to believe 

you have committed a crime—given, they must get a search warrant. 

 Computer forensics has allowed the span of the justice system to expand, since now there 

is better technology to properly confirm a criminal’s crime. For example, if a person is purposely 

downloading child pornography on his computer and tries to delete it, computer forensics allows 

FBI agents to recover those pictures. 
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 According to an article by Wang, Cannady, and Rosenbluth: “…computer-based 

electronic evidence has increasingly played an important role in court-room over the last 

decade.” Computer forensics innovated the way the criminal justice works in some ways.  

 Law enforcement are using internet resources to try criminals. Many scams and frauds 

have been taken to the digital world, so now they are convicted by deeds they have committed 

digitally, instead of in the physical world. 

 Wang, Cannady and Rosenbluth say that: “…with increasing threats to global security as 

well as information security, law enforcement is more dependent on computer forensics to 

acquire evidence.” Computer forensics is almost a necessity today, because there are so many 

internet crimes now. 

 Recently, computer forensics can be applied to smart phones and PDAs. It also includes 

flash drives, compact disks and floppy disks. Mobile devices are so advanced now that they can 

almost do everything a computer does. Many people are going to smart phones to do internet 

crimes now also. 

 Technology is now advanced enough that people can commit crimes from home or with 

their phones. It is much more difficult for someone to hide their information because of computer 

forensics. Computer forensics has changed the way many criminals are being tried in courts 

today by now having them tried for a crime they’ve committed online. 
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